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ABSTRACT In this paper, a novel double-image compression-encryption algorithm is proposed by combin-

ing Rossler hyperchaos and compressive sensing. In the proposed scheme, the sparse matrixes obtained by

performing two-dimensional discrete wavelet transform on two plain images are first scrambled and com-

pressed by index confusion and compressive sensing. Next, the compressed matrixes are linearly quantized,

and then variable step length Josephus confusion and bitwise exclusive-OR operation are performed on them.

The final noise-like cipher image is generated by hiding half of the encrypted image into the alpha channel of

the other half of encrypted image. In order to realize ‘‘One cipher image corresponds to one key’’, a novel key

generation mechanism is designed. Finally, the simulation analyses indicate that the proposed double-image

encryption scheme has high transmission efficiency. Meanwhile, the average local information entropy of

the cipher image is about 0.902 and the decryption quality is as high as 30 dB.

INDEX TERMS Double-image encryption, Rossler system, compressive sensing, Josephus confusion.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the advent of the era ‘‘Big Data’’, the amount of

multimedia information in the network also grows expo-

nentially. As one of the mainstream forms of information

transmission, digital images are widely used in various fields.

Meanwhile, with continually increasing security require-

ments for storing and transmitting digital image, how to

efficiently and securely protect the information carried

by digital image has attracted more and more scholars’

attention.

Because of its noise-like, long-term unpredictability and

sensitivity to initial values [1]–[4], chaotic system is a good

choice to design the image cryptosystem. Such as Ref [5],

Teng et al. used a one-dimensional segmented chaotic map

(Skew tent map) to encrypt the color plain images on the bit

plane. However, the low dimensional chaotic system is easy to

be attacked by signal estimation algorithm [6] because of its

simple chaotic trajectory. At the same time, it has a small key

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Fan Zhang .

space, which makes it vulnerable to violent attacks. Subse-

quently, many improved chaotic systems have been proposed

[7]–[11]. For example, in Ref [12], Hua et al. proposed

an exponential chaotic model framework to generate robust

and secure chaotic system. Moreover, Wang et al. [13] also

proposed an improved cross coupled map lattice with wider

chaotic range and higher information entropy, and applied

it to the field of image encryption. Additionally, in order to

improve security, some image encryption schemes combining

chaotic system with other technologies [14]–[17] are pro-

posed. Brahim et al. [18] used the measurement matrix gen-

erated by Lorentz chaotic system to simultaneously encrypt

and comp-rests the plain image. And in Ref [19], a four-

wing hyper-chaotic system is used to dynamically generate

DNA sequence to diffuse the image. However, the above-

mentioned image encryption schemes can only encrypt one

image at a time, which cannot meet the requirements of

efficient information transmission.

Simultaneously encryptingmultiple images is an inevitable

trend. At present, many chaotic multi-image encryption

algorithms have been proposed [20]–[24]. In Ref [25],
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Liu et al. proposed a dynamic triple-image compression-

encryption algorithm based on chaos, S-box and interpolation

technology, which can realize ‘‘Multiple cipher image corre-

sponds to one key’’. Moreover, a multi-color image encryp-

tion algorithm through multi-level scrambling operation was

introduced by Patro et al. [26]. In addition, in his scheme, the

hash value of the plain image is associated with the cross-

coupled PWLCM system to improve the high security of the

encryption algorithm-hm. Although Patro’s scheme improves

encryption efficiency to some extent, it does not consider

compressing multi-plain images to reduce storage space and

transmission costs. And there are similar deficiencies in the

Ref [27]–[28].

In recent years, the emergence of compressive sensing (CS)

technology has made it possible to conduct non-uniform sam-

pling, compression and encryption on the plain image simul-

taneously. Besides, the CS-based compression-encryption

framework has been studied in Ref [29]–[32]. For exam-

ple, Huang et al. [29] introduced a compression-diffusion-

scrambling strategy and applied it to image security. In his

scheme, only a few keys are needed to generate the measure-

ment matrix, thus reducing the space for storing keys. More-

over, in Ref [30], Jiang et al. proposed a novel dual-image

encryption scheme conjugating compressive sensing, double

random phase encoding and Josephus scrambling to improve

the information transmission efficiency. Huo et al. [31] also

presented an optical multi-image encryption scheme via CS.

In these schemes, chaotic sequence is used to generate the

measure-mint matrix to reduce transmission costs, compres-

sion and encryption performance are also improved. How-

ever, the encryption operations are not related to the natural

image. The same key stream is applied to different plain

images. There-fore, it is easy to be broken by the chosen-

plaintext attacks.

In this paper, a double-image compression-encryption

algorithm based on Rossler hyperchaos and compressive

sensing technology is proposed. Different from the existing

multi-image encryption algorithms, in our scheme, half of

encrypted image is hidden into the alpha channel of remain-

ing encrypted image to improve the security level of the

proposed encryption scheme. Additionally, in order to resist

chosen-plaintext attacks, a novel key generation mechanism

is designed to realize ‘‘One cipher image corresponds to one

key’’.

The remaining sections of this paper are organized as

follows. The second section introduces the basic knowledge

related to the proposed algorithm. And the proposed encrypt-

ton scheme and the corresponding decryption scheme will be

described in detail in the third section. Meanwhile, the fourth

section gives the simulation results and performance analy-

ses. The last section briefly summarizes our work.

II. FUNDAMENTAL KNOWLEDGE

A. CHAOTIC SYSTEMS

To save storage space, the measurement matrix is generated

by the improved Sine-exponent-Logistic map. Meanwhile,

FIGURE 1. The bifurcation diagram for ISEL map (a = 1).

the Rolsser hyperchaotic system will be used to generate the

scrambling and diffusion matrix. The detailed introduction of

these two chaotic systems is shown below.

1) THE IMPROVED SINE-EXPONENT-LOGISTIC MAP

The improved Sine-exponent-Logistic (ISEL) map is

obtained by combining the Sine map and the Logistic map

through exponential operation. Additionally, the correspond-

ing mathematical definition [33] is shown in Eq.(1).

vi+1 = (sin(πvi))
aln (4bvi(1−vi)+c) (1)

When a ∈ [0, 1], b ∈ [0, 5] and c ∈ [1.5, 2.8], this improved

map is in chaotic state. The corresponding bifurcation dia-

gram of the ISEL map is ploted in Fig. 1. It can be seen

from the figure that the output values of the ISEL map is

almost uniformly distributed over the whole parameter range,

showing complex chaotic performance.

2) ROSSLER HYPERCHAOTIC SYSTEM

The Rossler hyperchaos is one of the most famous chaotic

systems, which was proposed by Otto in 1976 [34]. The

differential equation is shown in Eq.(2).



























dx

dt
= −(y+ z)

dy

dt
= x + αy

dz

dt
= β + r(x − γ )

(2)

When α = β = 0.2 and γ = 5.7, the attractors of this

hyperchaos generated by the Runge-Kutta method are plotted

in Fig. 2. And its initial state variable is set to [0.1, 0.2,0.3]T.

B. COMPRESSIVE SENSING

Compressive sensing refers to randomly sampling the sparse

signal under condition of far below the Nyquist sampling

rate. And using the optimal solution algorithm to recover the
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FIGURE 2. The attractor diagram of Rossler hyperchaotic system. (a) the x-y plane; (b) the x-z plane; (c) the y-z plane.

original signal with high probability [35]–[36]. Specifically,

for the real signal x ∈ R
N , if it is K-sparse under a certain

N × N orthogonal basis 9, that is.

x = 9s (3)

In Eq.(3), there are K (K ≪ N ) non-zero elements in s.

A one-dimensional compressed signal y ∈ R
M can be obtain-

ed by using the measurement matrix 8 with size of M × N

(M < N ) to observe the signal x. This process can be

represented by Eq.(4).

y = 8x = 89s = 2s (4)

where the matrix 2 = 89 is called the perception matrix.

Since the Eq.(4) belongs to an underdetermined equation

system, other regular constraint condition need to be added

to recover the original signal x, namely RIP condition [37].

It says that the original signal x can be reconstructed with

high probability, when the measurement matrix 8 and the

orthogonal basis matrix 9 are not correlated. Moreover,

reconstructing the sparse signalx can be expressed as solving

the l1 norm problem, that is.

min ‖s‖1 s.t.y = 8x (5)

where ‖·‖1 represents the l1 norm. Additionally, the orthogo-

nal matching pursuit (OMP) and the smoothed l0 norm (SL0)

are two commonly used algorithms to reconstruct the original

signal x.

C. VARIABLE STEP LENGTH JOSEPHUS CONFUSION

Variable step length Josephus confusion originates from the

Josephus ring problem [38]–[39] which says that there are

n people (denoted as 1, 2, . . . , n) sitting around a large

round table. Later, the s-th (s < n) person starts counting

from one. And the person counting to g (the count length)

will be automatically shifted out. Then his next person starts

counting from one again. Similarly, the person counting to g

will be automatically shifted out. And so on until the people

at the round table are all shifted out.

Fig. 3 demonstrates an example of the variable step length

Josephus confusion. The original sequence is [26], [17], [58],

[24], [70], [84]. Additionally, the step length sequence is set to

[4], [7], [6], [8], [3]. First, 17 is selected as the initial position

to start counting clockwise. Then the element counting to

4 that is 70 is automatically shifted out. Its next element starts

counting again. And so on until the element at the ring are all

shifted out. The final scrambled sequence is [70], [26], [58],

[84], [17], [24].

III. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTIONS

A. THE ENCRYPTION PROCESS

The proposed encryption procedure is illustrated in Fig. 4.

As can be seen from this figure, there are three stages in the

encryption process. In the first stage, the internal keys are

scrambled with the hash value of two plain images to generate

the initial states of chaotic systems. The second stage is to

utilize the measurement matrix to compress the two plain

images after sparse and threshold processing. In the last stage,

the quantized matrix is encrypted by variable step length

Josephus confusion and bitwise exclusive-OR operation to

generate the noise-like cipher image. Addition-ally, in order

to improve security, half of the cipher image is hidden in the

alpha channel of the other half of cipher image. Assuming

that the two plain images (P1, P2) are all sized of M × N .

The detailed double-image encryption steps are as follows.

1) GENERATING THE INITIAL KEYS

In order to realize ‘‘One cipher image corresponds to one

key’’, a novel key generation mechanism is proposed in this

paper. That is, the internal keys are scrambled though the

scrambling sequence generated by the hash value of plain

image to obtain the initial states of the chaotic systems. The

generation steps are shown below.

Step 1. Perform the hash operate on two plain images,

and two hash values sized of 256-bit are obtained,

denoted as KS1 and KS2.

Step 2. Bitwise xor operation is carried out on KS1 and KS2

to obtain KS3. Then, KS3 is partitioned to generate

KE1 sized of 8-byte and KE2 sized of 24-byte.

Step 3. Respectively, KE1 and KE2 are divided into sev-

eral single bytes and sorted to obtain two index

sequences IK1 and IK2. This process can be repre-

sented by Eq.(6)-Eq.(7), where KE1i stands for the
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FIGURE 3. An example of variable step length Josephus confusion.

FIGURE 4. The proposed encryption procedure.

i-th byte of KE1.

[∼, IK1] = sort(KE1i) i = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,8 (6)

[∼, IK2] = sort(KE2j) j = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,24 (7)

Step 4. A’ and B’ are generated by scrambling two groups

of internal keysA andB though the index sequences,

according to Eq.(8)-Eq.(9).

A′
i = AIK2i (8)

B′
i = BIK1i (9)

Step 5. By dividing A’ into three parts and multiplied by

10−8, the initial states x0, y0 and z0 of the Rossler

hyperchaotic system can be obtained. In addition,B’

is multiplied by 10−8 to generate the initial state v0
of the ISEL map.

2) COMPRESSING THE PLAIN IMAGES

In the compression process, the ISEL map is utilized

to generate the measurement matric to reduce storage

space. Additionally, it is worth mentioning that com-

pared with hyperchaotic systems with high complexity and
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implementation cost, the one-dimensional discrete chaotic

maps are more suitable for generating the measurement

matrix. The corresponding steps are as follows.

Step 1. The ISEL map is iterated 500 + Mnd times with

the initial value v0. Then, discarding the former 500

values, the chaotic sequence V ∈ R
Mnd is obtained,

where d is the sampling distance. In addition, n =

CR × N and CR represents the preset compression

rate.

Step 2. According to Eq.(10), the chaotic sequence V is

processed to obtain V’.

V′
i = 1 − 2V1+id , i = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,Mn− 1 (10)

Step 3. The measurement matrix can be obtained by con-

verting the sequence V’ into the matrix sized of

n × M and performing normalization processing.

This process can be represented by Eq.(11).

8 =

√

2

M











V ′
11 V ′

12

V ′
21 V ′

22

. . . V ′
1M

. . . V ′
2M

...
...

V ′
n1 V ′

n2

...
...

. . . V ′
nM











(11)

Step 4. Construct a sparse orthogonal matrix 9 though

DB3 wavelet. Then the two plain images are sparse

as follows:
{

P3 = 9 × P1×9
T

P4 = 9 × P2×9
T

(12)

where the symbol T represents the transpose opera-

tion performed on the matrix.

Step 5. Assign all elements in thematrixesP3 andP4whose

absolute value is less than the preset threshold TS

to zero, in order to achieve higher sparsity. Later,

the matrixes after threshold processing are denoted

as P5and P6, respectively.

Step 6. The Rossler hyperchaos is iterated 500 +MN times

by Runge-Kutta method and the initial value is set to

[x0, y0,z0]
T. Then, discarding the former 500 values,

the chaotic sequence X, Y and Z are obtained as

follows.










X = {x1, x2, . . . ,xMN }

Y = {y1, y2, . . . ,yMN }

Z = {z1, z2, . . . ,zMN }

(13)

Step 7. The chaotic sequencesX andY are spliced together,

and then sorted to obtain the index sequence Ixy.

It is used to scramble the matrix P7 generated by

combining the matrixes P5 and P6. The scrambling

equation is shown in Eq.(14).

P8i = P7Ixy(i) i = 1, 2, . . . , 2MN (14)

Step 8. Compress the P8 ∈RM×2N through the measure-

ment matrix8. And the corresponding compression

equation is described as follows.

P9 = 8 × P8 (15)

Step 9. The compressed image P10 ∈N n×2N can be

obtained by quantizing the matrix P9, as shown in

Eq.(16).

P10 = round(255 ×
P9 − min

max − min
) (16)

where the quantization parameters max and min

represent the maximum and minimum values of

the matrix P9 respectively. Additionally, round (·)

means to round off the element in parentheses to the

nearest integer.

3) ENCRYPTING THE COMPRESSED IMAGE

The plain image can be compressed linearly and encrypted at

the same time though the compressive sensing technology.

But it cannot conceal the statistical characteristics of the

image. Therefore, it is necessary to diffuse the compressed

image. In addition, in order to improve security, variable step

length Josephus confusion is utilized to scramble the com-

pressed image before the diffusion operation. The detailed

encryption steps are shown below.

Step 1. The step length sequence of Josephus confusion can

be generated by chaotic sequence Y according to

Eq.(17).

sy = mod(floor(Y × 1010), nN : −1 : 1) (17)

Step 2. Then, using themethod described in section 2.2, per-

form Josephus confusion on the compressed image

P10 though the step length sequence sy. And the

scram-bled image is denoted as P11.

Step 3. The chaotic sequence Z is used to generate the

diffusion sequence. The generation process is shown

in Eq.(18).

KS = mod(floor(Z × 1010), 256) (18)

Step 4. Perform bitwise xor operation on the scrambled

image P11, as shown in Eq.(19).

P12i = P11i ⊕ KSi (19)

Step 5. Then, the image P12 is divided into two sub-images

PS1 and PS2. And the alpha channel of PS2 is

replaced by PS1 to obtain the final noise-like cipher

image P13.

B. THE DECRYPTION PROCESS

The double-image encryption algorithm proposed in this

paper belongs to the symmetric encryption domain. Hence,

the decryption process corresponds to the inverse process

of corresponding encryption process. The detailed double-

image decryption steps are as follows.

Step 1. First, the KS3 is used to scramble the internal keys

to generate the initial states of the chaotic systems.

Then, the chaotic trajectories X, Y and Z of Rossler

hyper-chaotic system are obtained by Runge-Kutta

method with the initial value [x0, y0,z0]
T. At the
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same time, the measurement matrix 8 is generated

according to Eq.(11).

Step 2. The PS1 is extracted from the alpha channel of

cipher image P13. And the diffused image P12 can

be generated by combining P13 and PS1.

Step 3. The diffusion sequence is generated by the chaotic

sequence Z (as shown in Eq.(18)) to carry out

inverse diffusion operation on P12. The inverse dif-

fusion operation can be formulated by Eq.(20).

P11i = P12i ⊕ KSi (20)

Step 4. The step sequence generated by Eq.(17) is used to

perform inverse variable step length Josephus con-

fusion on P11 to obtain the compressed image P10.

Step 5. Next, the inverse quantization operation is carried

out on the P10 and the matrix P9 is gotten. This

procedure can be formulated as follows.

P9 =
P10 × (max − min)

255
+ min (21)

Step 6. The smoothed l0 norm method is adopted to recon-

struct P8 from the compressed matrix P9 with

the measurement matrix 8. This procedure can be

denoted as Eq.(22).

P8 = SL0(P9, 8) (22)

Step 7. According to Eq.(23), the inverse index confusion is

performed on the coefficient matrix P8.

P7i = P8Ixy(i) i = 1, 2, . . . , 2MN (23)

Step 8. The matrix P7 obtained in the previous step is

divided into two sub-matrices. And the inverse

wavelet transform is performed on them to obtain

the final decrypted image D1 and D2.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE

ANALYSIS

A. ENCRYPTION AND DECRYPTION RESULTS

The simulation results of the proposed double-image encryp-

tion algorithm are demonstrated in Fig. 5, which are provided

by the PC platform with 16G RAM, 1.8 GHz CPU and

MATLAB 2019a. Twelve plain images sized of 256×256 are

selected for the test. In addition, the encryption keys A and B

are set to {8991276369782740718261 04} and {78253967},

respectively. The remaining parameters are set as follows:

TS = 25, d = 25, a = 0.99, b = 3.89, c = 2.57 and

CR = 0.5.

It can be seen from the figure that the cipher image effec-

tively conceals the information carried by plain image. More-

over, the total volume of two plain images is compressed to a

quarter, whichmeans the compression rate is as high as 400%.

In other aspects, the decrypted images have a good visual

effect, which are similar to the corresponding plain images.

Additionally, it is worthmentioning that, unlike other existing

image encryption algorithms, we hide half of cipher image

generated by the proposed algorithm into the alpha channel

of the other half of cipher image to control the transparency.

To sum up, the double-image encryption algorithm pro-

posed in this paper has very high transmission efficiency and

security.

B. SECRET KEY ANALYSIS

The anti-violent attack ability of encryption algorithm

depends on the key space and the key sensitivity. In this

paper, the encryption keys are mainly composed of the

KS3 generated by performing exclusive or operation on

the hash values of the two plain images and the internal

keys. Therefore, the total key space is 2256 + 1032 >

2362, which is much larger than 2100 [40]. In addition, the

control parameters of ISEL map can also be used as the

encryption keys.

Fig. 6 demonstrates the decrypted image ‘‘Tree’’ obtained

by decrypting with the wrong secret keys. As can be seen,

when a slight perturbation is added to one of the decryp-

tion secret keys, the decrypted images have a big difference

from the corresponding plain image. Visually, the decrypted

images do not provide any useful information about the

plain image, indicating that the proposed encryption scheme

has very good key sensitivity. Through the above analysis,

it shows that the proposed double-image encryption algo-

rithm has a large enough key space and sensitivity to resist

violent attacks.

C. HISTOGRAM ANALYSIS

The histogram reflects the distribution of each gray level in

the image. In this sub-section, chi-square test [41] is used

to quantitatively analyze the ability of proposed encryp-

tion scheme to resist statistical attacks, which is defined in

Eq. (24). In addition, when the degree of freedom is 255 and

the confidence is set to 5%, if the chi-square value of gener-

ated cipher image is lower than 293.2478, it indicates that the

encryption algorithm has a strong ability to resist statistical

attacks.

χ2 =

255
∑

i=o

ui − u0

u0
(24)

where ui is the actual frequency of the gray levels

i(i= 0, 1, 2, . . . , 255) appearing in the image, and u0 is the

expected frequency of gray levels which is equal to (M ×

N )/256. Histograms of different images and corresponding

chi-square values are provided in Fig. 7. As can be seen,

the pixel distribution of plain image is uneven. At the same

time, its distribution has a certain statistical rule. In other

aspects, the pixel distribution of cipher image generated-ed

in this paper is very uniform, and its corresponding chi-

square value is also lower than 293.2478. Tab. 1 lists the

chi-square values of different encryption algorithms. It can

be seen from the table that the cipher images generated

in this paper have lower chi-square value, indicating that

our scheme-me has a stronger ability to resist statistical

attacks.
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FIGURE 5. Simulation results (resolution 256 × 256).
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FIGURE 6. Decrypted ‘‘Tree’’ using incorrect keys. (a) x0 + 10
−14; (b) y0 + 10

−14; (c) z0 + 10
−14; (d) v0 + 10

−14.

FIGURE 7. Histograms of different images. (a), (b) and (c) are the histograms of the image ‘‘Lena’’, ‘‘Baboon’’ and the corresponding cipher image.
(d), (e) and (f) are the histograms of the image ‘‘Tree’’, ‘‘Splash’’ and the corresponding cipher image. (g), (h) and (i) are the histograms of the image
‘‘House’’, ‘‘Flower’’ and the corresponding cipher image.

D. CORRELATION ANALYSIS

For a noise-like cipher image, the correlation between adja-

cent pixels should tend to zero. Therefore, the Eq.(25) [44]

is utilized to calculate the correlation coefficient between

adjacent pixels in different images, where K is the number

of randomly selected pixel pairs. Additionally, the expected
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TABLE 1. Comparison of chi-square values of cipher images generated by
different encryption algorithms.

TABLE 2. Comparison of correlation coefficients of cipher images
generated by different encryption algorithms.

values of x and y are x̄ and ȳ, respectively.

rxy =

k
∑

i=1

(xi − x̄)(yi − ȳ)2

√

k
∑

i=1

(xi − x̄)
k
∑

i=1

(yi − ȳ)2

(25)

The correlation distribution of images ‘‘Lena’’, ‘‘Baboon’’

and corresponding cipher image in horizontal, vertical and

diagonal directions are plotted in Fig. 7. It can be seen from

the figure that there is a strong positive correlation between

the adjacent pixels in the two plain images. In addition, for

the generated cipher image, the correlation between adjacent

pixels is very low and uniformly distributed in the whole

region. Tab. 2 lists the correlation coefficients of different

encryption algorithms. By comparing the experimental data

in the table, it can be seen that the cipher image generated in

this paper have the lowest correlation.

E. PLAINTEXT SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Plaintext sensitivity analysis refers to encrypting two plain

images with the same secret key, and comparing the differ-

ences between the two corresponding cipher images. The

main indicators are NPCR and UACI [45]–[46]. If only the

pixel values of (i, j) in the two plain images are different,

the pixel values at (i, j) in their encrypted images are P1(i, j)

and P2(i, j), respectively. Then the NPCR and UACI can be

calculated by Eq.(26) and Eq.(27).

NPCR =
1

MN
|Sign(P1(i,j) − P2(i, j))| × 100% (26)

UACI =
1

MN
(
|P1(i,j) − P2(i, j)|

255
) × 100% (27)

From the above equations, if the difference between the

two cipher images is larger, the value of NPCR and UACI

will be larger. The test results of NPCR and UACI in the two

TABLE 3. Comparison of plaintext sensitivity in different encryption
algorithms.

TABLE 4. Local Shannon entropy test for cipher images.

groups of cipher images (Lena and Baboon, Tree and Splash)

are listed in Tab. 2. Obviously, the NPCR and UACI of the

proposed encryption algorithm are larger than that of Ref.

[26-27, 42-43], which indicates that the proposed encryption

scheme is very sensitive to plaintext attacks and has a strong

ability to resist the differential attacks or the chosen-plaintext

attacks.

F. LOCAL SHANNON INFORMATION ENTROPY ANALYSIS

Shannon information entropy reflects the overall random-

ness of the image. The higher Shannon information entropy

of the image is, the stronger the overall randomness of the

image is. In order to accurately evaluate the randomness of

cipher images generated by the proposed encryption algo-

rithm, the local Shannon information entropy [47] is adopt-

ed, which is defined as follows:

LH =

k
∑

i=1

H (Si)

k
(28)

where Si represents the i-th non-overlapping sub-image in

the cipher image. In addition, k is the number of segmented

sub-image. Thirty cipher sub-images with size of 44 × 44

are adopted for the test. The corresponding experimental

results are listed in Tab. 4. According to [48]–[49], when the

confidence is 5%, the local information entropy LH should be

between 7.901901305 and 7.903037329. It can be seen from
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FIGURE 8. Correlation distribution of different images. (a)-(c) are the correlation distribution in horizontal, vertical and diagonal directions of
image ‘‘Lena’’. (d)-(f) are the correlation distribution in horizontal, vertical and diagonal directions of image ‘‘Baboon’’. (g)-(i) are the correlation
distribution in horizontal, vertical and diagonal directions of the corresponding cipher image.

the table that the values of local information entropy are all

within this range, indicating that cipher images generated by

the proposed encryption algorithm are very random.

G. DECRYPTION QUALITY ANALYSIS

Undeniably, the quality of the decrypted image is reduced by

using lossy compression technology to compress the plain

image. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the decrypted

image quality. In this sub-section, the peak signal-to-noise

ratio (PSNR) [50]–[51] will be used to quantitatively measure

the quality of the decrypted image. Its mathematical expres-

sion is shown in Eq.(29).

PSNR = 10 × log
2552

1
MN

k
∑

i=1

k
∑

i=1

(Di,j − Ii,j)
2

(dB) (29)

where D and I are the plain image and the correspond-

ing decrypted image. The decryption quality of the differ-

ent images is listed in Tab. 5. As can be seen, the quality

of the decrypted images is greater than 30 dB. And visu-

FIGURE 9. Impact of threshold value TS on decryption image quality.

ally, the decrypted images are similar to the correspond-

ing plain images. For the encryption schemes proposed in

Ref [26]–[27], [42]–[43], since the plain images are not com-

pressed during the encryption process, the decrypted images
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TABLE 5. Decryption quality of different images.

are the same as the plain images. Although the decryption

quality of proposed encryption scheme is lower than that of

Ref [26]–[27], [42]–[43], our scheme requires less transmis-

sion cost and storage space.

As can be seen from Fig. 10, the GN has the greatest impact

on the proposed encryption scheme, that is, with the increase

of noise intensity, the quality of decrypted image decreases

most obviously. In contrast, since the decryption quality has

almost no change from the visual perspective, the impact of

SPN is the least. Then, the impact of SN on the proposed

encryption scheme is somewhere in between. In other aspects,

as plotted in Fig. 11, the proposed scheme has a certain

recovery ability when attacked by data loss. In general, our

scheme has the strongest anti-interference ability against SPN

attack, and can also resist SN, GN and cropping attacks to

some extent.

It is worth mentioning that the threshold TS has a certain

influence on the quality of decrypted image, which is plotted

in Fig. 9. It can be seen that the impact of threshold on the

quality of decrypted image is not simplex, and the optimal

threshold is different for different images.

H. NIST SP 800-22 ANALYSIS

The NIST SP 800-22 test suite is published by the National

Institute of Standards and Technology to determine the ran-

domness of sequences [52]. Thus, in this sub-section, we will

FIGURE 10. Noise attack analysis results.

adopt this suite to evaluate the uncertainty of the generated

cipher image under the condition that the confidence value is

set to 0.01. The results are listed in Tab. 6. As can be seen,
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FIGURE 11. Cropping attack analysis results.

TABLE 6. Test results of the cipher image with NIST SP800 suite.

the obtained experimental data have all passed the random

test, indicating that the generated cipher image has good

randomness.

I. ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS

To qualitatively evaluate the anti-interference ability of the

proposed encryption scheme in various noise environments,

we add three different types of noise to the cipher image,

including Gaussian noise (GN), salt & pepper noise (SPN)

and speckle noise (SN). And then their normalized noise

intensity is set as 0.0001%, 0.0003% and 0.0005% in turn.

Additionally, cropping attacks with different intensity are

applied to the cipher image. The decrypted images obtained

under different attacks are illustrated in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11,

respectively.

J. TIME COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

The time complexity is used to evaluate the execution time of

an algorithm. In this paper, the proposed encryption scheme

mainly includes exchange operation, four arithmetic opera-

tions and matrix multiplication. Assuming that the size of

each plain image is N × N . Therefore, the time complexity

of generating chaotic sequences and measuring matrix is

θ (N 2) and θ(CR× N 2), respectively. Meanwhile, in encryp-

tion process, the time complexity of performing Josephus

confusion and diffusion operation on the quantized image is

θ (CR× 2N 2). Additionally, before the compression process,

the two sparse matrices need to be scrambled by the index

confusion, and the time complexity of this part is θ (2N 2).

Then the total time complexity of the proposed algorithm is

calculated as θ (3(1+CR)N 2), which is larger than that of Ref

[26] (θ (22N )) and Ref [27] (θ(N 2/8)).

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel double-image encryption algorithm is

proposed by Rossler hyperchaotic system conjugated with

compressive sensing to improve transmission efficiency and

reduce storage space. In addition, the proposed key genera-

tion mechanism makes our scheme very sensitive to plain

images. Finally, the simulation results and security perfor-

mance analyses indicate that the proposed encryption algo-

rithm can resist multiple attacks, and the quality of decrypted

images is satisfactory. The major limitation of this paper is

its high time complexity. In the future work, we will deeply

study and design the algorithm that can encrypt plain image

in parallel.
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